The University of Tennessee at Knoxville's (UTK) Interlibrary Services (ILS) unit provides document services to UTK faculty, staff, and students free of charge. During fiscal year 1993-94, ILS received 55,345 requests for lending and borrowing. This was a 20 percent increase over fiscal year 1992-93. UTK participates in OCLC and RUN interlibrary loari (ILL) networks and, in 1993, became a member of Docline, the National Library of Medicine's ILL network. UTK now orders approximately 25 percent of its article requests from Docline. UTK' s turnaround time for borrowing requests, from the day received in the ILS department to the time delivered to patron, is about two weeks. Concern for reducing turnaround time and the need to cope with the dramatic increase in business, partly as a result of improved bibliographic access from electronic indexes, caused the author to investigate additional document supply alternatives.
At the same time, UTK Collection Development librarians, along with their counterparts at other universities, sought new access options for patrons when a requested journal could not be purchased because of high subscription prices. As stated by MaryLou Goodyear and Jane Dodd, economic and political factors are affecting library q>llections nationwide: "Libraries have moved from a situation of budgetary stability to one of budget
The author selected providers with broad coverage because of the wide variety of types of requests received by the ILS unit.
inventiveness."
1 Library Journal's "Periodical Price Survey 1995" predicts a 14.5 percent overall price increase in arts and humanities titles, a 16.1 percent overall price increase in social science titles, and a 16.6 percent overall price increase in science titles for 1996. 2 Libraries have been forced to move from owning materials to accessing materials on a just-in-time basis.3 Just as Colorado State University reported in a March 1994 study, the UTK libraries are looking for "creative solutions to meeting the research need to identify and obtain journal articles." 4 Many commercial document suppliers provide table-of-contents services in addition to document delivery. Utilizing commercial suppliers' table-of-contents services in conjunction with their document delivery services is viewed as a possible alternative to purchasing subscriptions. Further, commercial suppliers offer the possibility for users to order articles on a self-serve basis.
The UTK Collection Development Team and library selectors have a particuMarch 1996 lar interest in access to journals that have been canceled and to titles with subscription prices that exceed the limits of the serials budget. To respond to the UTK community's need for access to these journals, ILS is experimenting with supply options that will result in more expedient delivery.
Librarians are evaluating the role of commercial suppliers in the UTK academic environment. Selection criteria for evaluating these suppliers include: (1) number of titles in their collections, (2) reputation, (3) cross-disciplinary nature of their coverage, and (4) willingness to set up a deposit account necessary to participate in this study. 5 For a three-month period, the author evaluated several commercial document suppliers. She designed the study to help decision makers answer the following questions:
• Are commercial document delivery suppliers' services necessary in an academic library setting?
• What special services do commercial document delivery suppliers offer that enhance access to titles not locally held?
• Which suppliers are the most appropriate for the University of Tennessee?
• Can commercial document services be integrated into traditional ILL units?
Method
UTK selected the following suppliers for this study: University Microfilms Incorporated (UMI) (15,000 titles), Institute for Scientific Information's The Genuine Article (TGA) (7,000 current titles and 3,500 retrospective titles), Carl's UnCover (16,000 titles), and Faxon Finder (11,000 titles). The author selected providers with broad coverage because of the wide variety of types of requests received by the ILS unit. The author established deposit accounts with UMI ($2,000), TGA ($3,000), UnCover ($3,000), and Faxon Finder ($500). She began utilizing these special accounts on September 12, 1994, and continued through December 15, 1994.
The selected commercial suppliers provided access to current titles only (with the exception of TGA), thus this study did not deal with the totality of journal requests received by the UTK ILS department, but only those requests from 1990 to the present. The criteria used for selecting articles to be ordered from commercial suppliers were as follows: (1) item was not held by UTK libraries; (2) item was not accessible via electronic full-text databases; and (3) item was not available through Docline. The UTK libraries' ILS unit orders all medicine-related titles through Docline. As the project proceeded, the author slightly altered the criteria and ordered several medicine-related articles from commercial suppliers instead of through the Docline system. This was necessary to increase sample size.
The study tested several hypotheses: (1) commercial document suppliers offer quicker turnaround time than the ILS 14-day average; (2) commercial suppliers offer cost-effective service and improved access to titles that some academic libraries cannot afford to purchase or have been forced to cancel; (3) the reproduction quality of commercial documents is acceptable; (4) suppliers would offer easy access and ordering without unnecessary procedures; (5) academic libraries need commercial suppliers' services to supplement ILL document-ordering services; and (6) the ease of use of table-of-contents services, which offer direct-article ordering, provides enhanced access to important titles not held by the library.
The author ordered articles from the selected commercial suppliers in various ways. Faxon and UnCover have only one ordering method. Users must telnet to the database and utilize the Statistics kept for this project included the number of days between ordering and receipt of document for both fax and U.S. mail delivery. The author also kept statistics on the cost of each article and evaluated electronic-and fax-ordering mechanisms provided by the commercial suppliers. She recorded data on the commercial suppliers' ability to fill requests from their published list of titles. In addition, she noted the customer service attitude of each commercial document supplier employee encountered during the study and judged the quality of the copies received. The last major category of data collection was staff time utilized to process requests in comparison to traditional ILL ordering methods. Calculation of staff time was subjective because individual requests take differing amounts of time to process; therefore, the author collected data on any additional procedures that are not part of traditional interlibrary loan methods, such as sorting and scanning paper title lists.
Results

Availability of Articles
Each of the suppliers produces paper lists of the titles from which it fills requests. The author checked these published title lists to verify availability from the suppliers prior to ordering 100 percent of the articles in this study. The suppliers were able to fill a total of 76.57 percent of the requests submitted. The reasons given for not supplying a request included canceled subscriptions, publisher forbids copying, and "cannot supply." Low order numbers for Faxon may be attributed to the fact that many of the Faxon titles were not among those requested by ILS users. The author spent much effort and Total filled during project = 135 Total requested during project= 175 time trying to find articles to order from Faxon Finder but was unsuccessful (see table 1 ). Fill rates, cost, and turnaround time are good ways to evaluate document delivery providers. Commercial suppliers' filled percentages vary greatly from supplier to supplier. UMI and UnCover had high fill rates, 96.15 and 86.57 percent, respectively, and were usually able to provide what they advertised. Faxon and TGA had much lower fill rates, 35 .29 and 53.85 percent, respectively, and had difficulty providing items from their current title list. The author conducted further analysis regarding the citations unfilled by suppliers. She determined whether the unfilled titles represented a certain subject area or were produced by the same publisher (see table 2). She found that the articles seemed to be distributed evenly in several subject areas. Results showed no subject patterns or publishing similarities. Each unfilled title was produced by a different publisher, with the exception of Elsevier, which published two of the unfilled titles. These data show no specific trends relating to commercial suppliers' ability to provide services. charged between ILS lending and borrowing units. Staff members attempt to obtain as many items as possible from these reciprocal libraries. Academic institutions usually operate with a fixed budget, so taking steps that may cause cost increases must be evalu· ated prior to decision making. In 1990, the average cost among ARL members to borrow an item through ILL was $18.62; the average cost to lend an item through ILL was $10.93. The total cost including borrowing and lending was $29.55. 6 The ARL average includes administrative overhead. These statistics show that traditional ILL services are costly for both borrower and provider.
A sample of 200 invoices from UTK' s February 1995 ILL invoices shows that the average charge per article borrowed was $7.59. This is only an average of those articles UTK was billed for and does not include those received from reciprocal libraries, nor does it include any administrative overhead. The article charges for the document suppliers in this study do not include administrative overhead.
Some commercial suppliers, such as UMI, charge a flat fee for document services (see tables 3 and 4 Table 3 shows the charges for fax delivery from the four suppliers surveyed in this study. Some suppliers that offer delivery options charge an additional fee for fax delivery. UnCover and Faxon, which deliver only by fax, have a higher base rate. Immoderate copyright fees attached to specific articles caused the highest article charges of this study. The issue of publisher copyright fees is important when selecting suppliers because each supplier has a different pricing schedule. Some suppliers charge the copyright fee directly back to the patron, and some, like UMI, charge a flat fee and equalize the copyright fees across the board. Although some of the article charges found in this study were high, the averages were not necessarily prohibitive. the order form. Instead, they mailed the article to another address attached to the account code. One of the purposes of this study is to begin to explore end-user document delivery options. The addressing issue might create potential problems if individual patrons placed orders directly using an ILS account number.
Turnaround Time
Low average turnaround times for the commercial suppliers suggest that the additional charge for commercial delivery is justified. Average fax delivery for all suppliers was between one and three days (see table 5 ). Average U.S. mail delivery was five to six days, which is an improvement over UTK' s average interlibrary turnaround time (see table 6 ). March 1996 suppliers to place holdings on OCLC, would make it easier for ILL staff to incorporate commercial suppliers into existing routines. These problems are by no means insurmountable. If commercial suppliers such as UnCover and Faxon are added to UTK' s list of suppliers, pro-L__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, cedures and work flow would a machine. Each step in the process for each system (OCLC, RLIN, Docline, and electronic full-text retrieval) is assigned to an individual.
Staff Time
Methods for tracking orders are unique for each commercial supplier. The processes for placing and tracking multiple requests from commercial document suppliers are not part of the routine at the UTK ILS department. The only suppliers currently being selected are those that have their holdings on OCLC. Therefore, the tracking mechanism is identical to that of a traditional interlibrary loan. These OCLC suppliers are used only as a last resort because the author assumed frequent use would lead to cost increases.
Many ILL units charge fees for their services, and most charge added fees for rush or fax service.
During this study, differences in tracking and ordering mechanisms caused an increase in the staff time required to manage items ordered from commercial suppliers. This is because procedures for these new systems were not part of the established work flow.
Of the four suppliers chosen for this study, only two, UMI and TGA, have their holdings in OCLC. In order to verify availability from UnCover and Faxon, the author scanned paper title lists supplied by the vendor. This procedure was more time-consuming than searching OCLC. A better method, such as scanning a local electronic database or encouraging all need to be reorganized. Utilizing commercial suppliers also would require developing a more efficient way of verifying which supplier holds which titles. This reorganization would be similar to the procedural changes initiated when an interlibrary loan unit adds a new system to its current list of ILL systems. For example, many procedural changes resulted when UTK added Docline to its list of ILS systems. After just a few weeks, the staff incorporated the necessary procedural changes into the regular work flow.
Access Options
Suppliers offer a variety of methods for accessing their titles and services. UMI and TGA allow fax ordering and provide paper lists or catalogs of titles held. Both also provide request options through OCLC' s FirstSearch and Dialog. UnCover offers free public access to its database through the Internet. UnCover does not accept fax or mail requests but does deliver by fax only. UnCover users may set up deposit accounts or use credit cards. Faxon requires institutions to set up a deposit account with password-protected access to its database and ordering system. After the account is set up, Faxon clients may telnet or set up a dedicated line with Faxon search software. UTK libraries' interest in evaluating the table-of-contents services and end-user ordering features provided by these commercial suppliers led to the librarian's brief analysis of the table-ofcontents services available for TGA, UMI, Faxon, and UnCover.
The librarian evaluated the table-ofcontents order systems used by Faxon and UnCover, and compared the basic features to OCLC's ContentsFirst database. ContentsFirst, an OCLC FirstSearch database, offers access to the FirstSearch "Order" option, of which UMI and TGA are suppliers. Each of these three services offers title and issue browsing, keyword searching, and onscreen instructions, and is available through the Internet. The main difference between these services is that Faxon and UnCover allow patrons to order items that are not listed in the table-of-contents databases, whereas ContentsFirst does not.
Quality
The author judged the quality of fax copies to be acceptable to good. The only complaints received from patrons were for fax copies from journals that had text printed on photographs. Poor quality cannot be prevented in this situation. There was no significant difference in quality from vendor to vendor.
The author also judged the quality of photocopies to be acceptable to good. The best quality documents received were tearsheets from TGA. If the original contains complex graphics, tearsheets can be the most effective method for the patron to obtain a high-quality copy.
Conclusions Document suppliers provided a better turnaround time than the traditional ILL methods used by UTK. Although suppliers are not always as quick as they advertise, five days for mail delivery is a considerable improvement cess is limited to scientific titles. Commercial supplier fees are higher than UTK' s ILS department normally pays but are not prohibitive (see tables 2 and 3).
The discrepancy between services that commercial suppliers advertise and those they actually provide needs to be noted. The inclusion of titles from which publishers do not allow photocopying is misleading to users of these services. Commercial suppliers' filled percentages vary greatly from supplier to supplier. This is certainly an indication of the currency of the suppliers' lists of available titles. It also is a copyright issue. Some publishers do not allow photocopying of articles; therefore, when tearsheets have been sold, the articles are unavailable. This generally means that tearsheets only are allowed. These limitations are not made clear by the commercial suppliers.
Another discrepancy found is the suppliers' inconsistency in fulfilling the promised 24-hour fax turnaround time. None of the suppliers tested consistently fulfilled this promise, but the average fax delivery times were all within one to three days (see table 5 ). Although some interlibrary lenders can provide equivalent turnaround times and immediate fax delivery, service is at times inconsistent because of staff shortages and equipment problems. All ILL units are not equivalent, and many are not set up to provide immediate delivery. Sending requests for current journal titles to commercial document suppliers may help to get the documents in the patrons' hands more quickly. quests also vary depending on the specific research needs of the faculty, staff, and students. This study shows that the services and titles offered by UMI and UnCover coincide with the needs of the UTK ILS unit.
Future of Document Delivery
. This study shows commercial document suppliers to be a viable supplement to traditional ILL activities. Utilizing commercial suppliers may give ILL departments more. document access options without placing an unfair burden on any one library. Commercial suppliers seem to be particularly helpful when ordering multiple articles from a specific journaL UTI< also is interested in the potential to provide self-service delivery to patrons who need rush services. Brown University's "Express" delivery service is one example of self-service, customer-paid document service. 7 Because the author found the delivery and access mechanisms to be March 1996 acceptable, further investigation in setting up these services can now proceed. If usage of commercial suppliers increases at UTK, cost-reduction options are available. Some suppliers, such as TGA, offer volume discounts for ordering a certain number of articles per year. This can be advantageous for all parties.
Using multiple commercial document suppliers presents some unique problems. One of the difficulties is being able to access title lists quickly and efficiently. A related problem is figuring out an efficient way to decide which titles will be ordered through which suppliers and which titles will be ordered through interlibrary loan. The two methods available for ILS to verify whether a title is held by a commercial supplier are: (1) searching OCLC (if a supplier lists its holdings), and (2) wading through paper title lists or scanning online lists. One solution to these problems is to create a local database that merges these different types of data. At the University of Tennessee Libraries, the Networked Services Team is developing a database called Mockingbird (accessible through the World Wide Web). Mockingbird mimics other journal resources but contains more information specific to UTK' s holdings and document needs. The database links journal titles and abbreviations with ISSNs to other information such as preselected location strings for those titles available from reciprocal libraries. Other crucial data to be included in the future are availability from document suppliers and full-text online availability, including Dialog file numbers and FirstSearch full text. The longrange plan is to link Mockingbird to the catalog so users can obtain the most upto-date, complete holdings information. Another facet of the long-range plan is to link Mockingbird to CD-ROM products held by libraries so that users can verify UTK's holdings and receive information on the availability of titles not held by UTK. Mockingbird has tremendous potential value for many library functions, including interlibrary loan, collection development, acquisitions/serials, and reference.
As a result of the findings of this study, the author recommended expanded use and continued evaluation of commercial suppliers. Similar to the conclusions in Wayne Pederson and David Gregory's November 1994 article, commercial suppliers cannot replace traditional ILL, but they can enhance the productivity and flexibility of current services and increase user access to many necessary titles. 8 
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